
Virtual Company 
Days

Sustainable events for companies



Building a strong company culture in the 
modern workplace

Collaboration tools are fantastic day to day, but sometimes we want to 

bring more of our brand, our culture and our personality to digital 

meetings and events 

Primary challenges Ideal solution Desired outcomes

Physical events are great for team building 
and knowledge sharing but they are 
expensive and come at an environmental 
cost. Microsoft Teams offers part of a 
solution but is not branded, engaging or 
fun for bigger events

We have created an enhanced Teams 
experience, with all the functionality of the 
worlds no1 collaboration tool, but with 
branded environments, graphical 
interfaces, engagement tools and 
dashboards

Create great company events, internally 
with Kick offs, knowledge sharing days, 
onboarding, HR processes, career days or 
externally with client events or recruitment 
days. Helping build a stronger culture for 
your organization



Virtual Company Days

Create amazing experiences for your team, department or company. Stream webinars, 

host workshops, foster networking, engage with quizzes, connect with meeting 

scheduling, host videos and share documents, gamify with leaderboards and measure 

with analytics 

Less than 1% the footprint of a physical

Sustainability

Less than 1% the cost of a physical event

Cost

Drive brand identity, company culture, loyalty and inclusion

Value



Virtual Company, Recruitment or 
Conference Days with Microsoft 
Teams

Adding a digital layer to existing 
physical fairs, trade shows, 
exhibitions or conferences or as a 
virtual event. We are the gateway to 
the metaverse

Virtual Conference Days

Run seamless digital events for your company or your clients 

with enterprise level stability and security built in with 

Microsoft .Net and Azure and Teams audio video technology 

Creating a digital alternative to a 
traditional career fair or recruitment 
day that is sustainable, inclusive and 
scalable

Virtual Recruitment Days

Building on Microsoft Teams 
technology and adding immersive, 
interactive and visually unique 
features for company events

Virtual Company Days



Customer success: Keystone Education Group

“We were able to transmit or company culture and share knowledge to a growing 

international workforce during our company kick off, whilst saving a load of time, 

money and environmental impact. At the same time, we were able to run a series of 

student recruitment fairs and create over EUR 3 mil in extra Revenue” – Fredrik H 

(CEO)

Turning Microsoft Teams into a 
complete internal company event 
platform. Live sessions, 
networking, quizzes, polls, 
knowledge sharing and a digital 
twin of our offices

Keystone Company Days

Adding a digital layer to a physical 
event. With 300 people turning 
up on site to meet Universities, 
and a further 500 registering and 
attending online for a fraction of 
the cost of the physical fair

Blueberry Hybrid 
Student Fair

Hosting a complete digital fair for 
High schoolers to find their next 
educational step. Over 35,000 
students and parents meeting 
with 200 different Schools 
simultaneously

Stockholm's Highschool 
Fair



Ongoing series of recruitment events for over 

20 client companies and 1000 candidates per 

event

Oil and Gas Job search

“Using Virtual Days platform, we have had successful virtual 

recruitment events for some of the world's leading companies. 

Whether high volume, international or technical talent acquisition our 

clients have been excited to reach bigger talent pools and reduce time 

to hire whilst being reassured by Microsoft's enterprise grade 

infrastructure” - Alex S (SaaS SD)

Channel Partner success: 
CareerBuilder: Staffing and 
Recruitment events

3-day multilingual event for companies 

targeting international recruitment. 14 clients, 

with 15 meetings scheduled on average per 

client

Top language Jobs 

A direct 1-day event for an energy company 

resulting in 12 direct hires within a 3-hour 

window 

Petrofac Recruitment Day



Book a Demo

Ask a question via email: bjorn@Virtualdays.com

Learn more

See our offer on the Microsoft Commercial Marketplace

Find out more -
Book a Demo

mailto:bjorn@Virtualdays.com?subject=Book%20a%20demo%20from%20MS%20marketplace

